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K&F Concept T254A7+BH-28L tripod (KF09.119)
Conveniently capture unforgettable moments with the K&F Concept tripod! It allows you to adjust the height up to 230 cm and the angle
of  tilt,  giving  you  unlimited  possibilities  for  creative  photography.  Equipped  with  a  removable  monopod,  it  allows  flexible  framing  of
scenes even in confined spaces,  giving photographers more freedom in their  work.  The tripod's 4-section leg design makes it  take up
little space when folded, making it easy to carry and transport.
 
Gain control over your frames
Discover  the  full  range  of  photographic  possibilities!  With  an  adjustable  height  from  66.5  cm  to  as  much  as  230  cm,  you  have  full
freedom  in  positioning  the  tripod,  whether  you  want  to  capture  a  picturesque  landscape  or  focus  more  closely  on  small  details.  The
accessory  also  offers  0-120°  angle  adjustment,  and  the  ball  head  allows  for  smooth  360°  panoramic  movement,  allowing  you  to
experiment with different perspectives and creatively control the composition of your photo.
 
Creativity without limits
Now every  shot  can  be  unique  and  full  of  creativity!  The  tripod  allows  you  to  position  the  camera  in  a  variety  of  positions,  including
horizontally,  vertically,  inverted  and  from  above,  giving  you  complete  freedom  to  create  unique  photos  from  different  perspectives.
Whether  you  want  to  capture  a  landscape  in  its  full  glory  or  experiment  with  unconventional  angles,  the  accessory  will  allow  you  to
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realize your most creative visions.
 
Greater ease of use
The tripod is designed with ease of use in mind. It features 4-section legs that you can easily lock with special latches. The adjustment of
the  central  and  cross  columns  is  intuitive,  and  the  operation  of  the  ball  head  is  smooth  and  effortless.  This  allows  you  to  focus  on
creating excellent photos without worrying about technical settings.
 
Included
tripodstorage bag
 
ManufacturerK&F ConceptModelKF09.119ColorBlackNumber of leg sections4Maximum load10 kgHeight adjustmentFrom 66.5 cm to 230
cmLength after folding54 cmWeight2,02 kgMaterialAluminum alloy

Price:

€ 112.00

Akcesoria GSM, Uchwyty selfie, statywy, stojaki, Statywy i lampy pierścieniowe
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